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Abstract: In this paper, an effective method is proposed for
robust lips sensing. Our objectives are high-speed lips track-
ing and data acquisition of a talking person in natural scenes.
Our approach is based on the Evolutionary Video Process-
ing. This method has a trade-off between accuracy and a pro-
cessing time. To solve this problem, we proposed automatic
Search Domain Control method and implement this method
in the Evolutionary Video Processing. The tracking accuracy
is improved from 66.3% to 84.9%. The proposed method can
recover from occlusion and tracking loss. Comparative ex-
periments are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and
robustness of the proposed method.

1. Introduction
The purposes of this study are lips sensing are tracking

and data acquisition of lips region. Recently, many of mobile
devices, such as a cellular phone, PDA, and Micro Air Ve-
hicle (MAV), have a camera. For these situations and ubiq-
uitous computing, one of the most useful interfaces is the
non-contact interface using images. However, there are few
reports about computer vision using the MAV. This reason is
that the acquired image is not stable. This difficulty is caused
by instability of the MAV.

In this study, we focus to a lips region. The lips shape and
color are the most important features of in the entire human
race for anatomical reasons [1]. For these reasons, lips track-
ing and data acquisition is very important.

For mobile devices, some problems must be solved, which
are listed below.

1. Complex situation (drastic change of whole scene)
2. Deformation of lips shape by speech
3. Acquisition of information of lips geometric changes
4. High speed and accuracy

The target image example is shown in Figure 1. This image is
not only face region, has changes of whole scene by a camera
motion, and includes lips deformation by speech (Figure 1(a)
and (b)). The template image is only one closed mouth and
prepared for each environment and person, because of per-
sonal use. The lips geometric information can be used for ap-
plications, such as correction of lips region for audio-visual
speech recognition (Figure 1(c)). Moreover, the lips informa-
tion which is acquired simultaneously with tracking for the
real-time processing and simplicity.

A main technique of our method is Evolutionary Video
Processing. In this method has a trade-off between accuracy
and a processing time. In this paper, to solve this problem,
we proposed Evolutionary Video Processing with automatic

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Basic concept: a) target image; b) results of detec-
tion, tracking, and sensing; c) application (correction of
the lips).

Search Domain Control (SD-Control). In comparative exper-
iments, the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified.
The proposed method improves the robustness. Moreover, the
acquired data by the proposed method is useful for many ap-
plications, such as interface of MAV.

2. Related Work

Some rule-based approaches [2] to measure lips move-
ment have been proposed. These approaches cannot adapt
to considerable geometric changes in every frame. In the
model-based approach, Genetic Snakes [3] have been pro-
posed. These approaches have some constraints, such as a
helmet with a camera, because the initial setting of problems
is needed and the number of nodes and parameters should
be skillfully determined. Furthermore, real-time face and
lips tracking system for facial expression recognition is re-
ported [4]. These methods using whole face are difficult to
be applied to our purpose. The reason being that the lips in-
formation which is acquired simultaneously with tracking for
the real-time processing. Recently, the application of a par-
ticle filter to object tracking has become popular. The con-
densation algorithm [5] is proposed, which use the particle
filter, the spline representation for contours of objects, and
the affine transformation group parameters as the state vector.
However, some reports indicate that these methods use a spe-
cific model of the object [6], moreover, particle filter requires
an accurate model initialization [7].

To overcome these problems, we use template matching
with a genetic algorithm (GA) in the proposed method. The
proposed method uses not a special initialization but random
numbers. Usually, a GA is unsuitable for a real-time process-
ing. Moreover, the GA has a trade off between the exploration
accuracy and the processing time. To overcome this trade-
off, Akashi et al. [8] have proposed Evolutionary Video Pro-
cessing with flexible SD-Control. However, in this method,
timing to control the search domain is fixed. This should be
decided automatically.
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Figure 2. Concept of template matching with GA: a) target
image with individuals; b) chromosome; c) template.

3. Lips Feature and Shape of Template
3.1 Lips Color and Shape of Template

The lips redness is a common feature in the entire human
race. The reason is that the redness is composed of non-
keratinized squamous epithelium that covers numerous cap-
illaries, which give the lips its characteristic color [1]. For
this reasons, we use x component (redness) in the Yxy color
space [9] as image data.

Usually, a template shape is square. This shape not suitable
for lips shape deformation by speech. This is because, lips is
deformed during speech, and has intense variations such as
showing or not showing any teeth, as shown. To solve this
problem, we focus our attention on invariance under constant
shape deformations. Then, we find out that lips shapes of
opened mouth during speech have the same topological prop-
erties [10]. Thus, we have used a template shape which has
a ignored region to cope with the ever-changing lips region.
This shape is called “square annulus”. Here, w and h are de-
fined as the source square template’s width and height. w′

and h′ are width and height of inside ignored region. In this
paper, in order to simplify the method, we fix the interior area
dimensions; h′ and w′ are set to 80% and 50% of h and w
respectively. These values are the empirical best values. Fur-
thermore, there are the advantages of the “square annulus”
that the ignored w′ × h′ region reduces the amount of calcu-
lation and makes the lips region extraction high speed.

4. Evolutionary Video Processing
In this part, the Evolutionary Video Processing is ex-

plained. A concept of template matching with GA is illus-
trated in Figure 2. A template is transformed by a chromo-
some of an individual (Figure 2(b)). Each individual is lo-
cated on a target image, as shown in Figure 2(a), then these
individuals are evaluated by a fitness function. These pro-
cesses are explained below.

4.1 Structure of Chromosome and Fitness Function

A chromosome is a solution candidate to be optimized.
Here, tx and ty are defined as coordinates after parallel trans-
lation, mx and my are scaling rates, and angle is rotation
angle of lips shape. The template is transformed by these pa-
rameters on the target image.

Transformed templates (individuals) are evaluated by a fit-
ness function. At first an objective value (O) is calculated,
which represents a distance (pixel difference) between a tem-
plate and a target image. The fitness function is shown as
follow, fitness = max {Wk ,Wk−1 , . . . ,Wk−n}−O , where

W is the worst objective value, k is a current index of genera-
tion. The first term of is the worst objective value for last n+1
generations. This technique is called “scaling window” [11],
and used for controlling selection pressure of GA. We use the
window size n = 5 in the experiment which is decided from
exploratory experiments.

4.2 Evolutionary Video Processing

Generally, in order to detect a moving object, an inter-
frame difference picture is used as the information between
video frames. However, it is difficult to use this in our
method, because a camera moves intensively. Therefore, we
use genetic information as a relation between video frames.
In other words, without making new population, lips detec-
tion for a next frame proceeds with the population used in last
frame. It is unthinkable that prodigious changes come out
with geometric parameters, such as location, scaling, and ro-
tation angle, in real-time processing. Therefore, this method
can be expected to reduce the processing time and increase
the accuracy.

Flow charts of the Evolutionary Video Processing is shown
in Figure 3(a). In the Evolutionary Video Processing, an ini-
tial population is generated and after that the process flows
the “Generation alternation” (Figure 3(b)). In Figure 3(a),
special attention should be paid to the initialization of the GA
population only in the first time. In other words, without ini-
tialization, the evaluation result in a previous frame is used
in the next frame. This part is very simple, whereas this is
important and effective.

5. Automatic SD-Control for Video Processing

5.1 Trade-off problem in GA

GAs are probabilistic search technique which are well-
suited to the exploration of large and complex search spaces.
There is a trade-off between search accuracy and speed. From
our experiences, when the size of population and the number
of generations are decreased, GA individuals get stuck at lo-
cal optima as in Figure 4. This is because the GA is a global
optimization algorithm, and not good for a local optimiza-
tion [12]. As a search efficiency improvement, we can use
a technique, in which after the domain including the optimal
solution is specified, the neighborhood of that is searched in
detail. However, this is a risky method. This is because the
domain where the optimal solution is included clearly, cannot
be specified. In contrast, in our many past experiments, we
found that a part of a face is extracted as lips region, in case
of the failure (Figure 4). This reason is that we use x compo-
nent (redness) in the Yxy color space [9]. We hope that the
Search Domain (SD) Control can escape from local optima
and achieve a local optimization with a small population.

5.2 Automatic SD-Control

The search domain is controlled depending on both an elite
individual and a condition of the evolution. The elite individ-
ual can be found out by comparison of the objective value of
all individuals. The search domain center is set to a coordi-
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Figure 3. Flow charts of Evolutionary Video Processing: a)
main process; b) GA process.

Figure 4. Examples of the local optimum.

nate (tx and ty) of the elite individual, whenever a new elite
individual appears.

Next, the size of the search domain is decided by the con-
dition of the evolution. The search domain is renewed as fol-
lows: [

width∗

height∗

]
= α

[
width
height

]
. (1)

In Equation (1), width and height are the target image’s
width and height, and transformed to width∗ and height∗

respectively by α which is a scale factor, α = {1.0, L, S}. At
first, this α is set to 1.0, and then α is changed alternately L
and S. The detection in the early stage of the GA is performed
on the all target image, therefore this α is 1.0, at first. α = L
and α = S mean that the GA searches on large area and small
area respectively. By this mechanism, the search domain is in-
cremented and decremented by the condition of the evolution.
Therefore the search domain is controlled automatically. The
search domain is incremented and decremented to achieve an
efficient search by a small population and escape from local
optima.

Timings to change the scale factor α is also important.
The proposed method determines the timing depending on the
condition of the GA evolution. The condition of the evolu-
tion means the evolution proceeds or reaches a plateau. The
scale factor α repeats change L and S every time the evo-
lution reaches a plateau (or convergence). The number of
generations which the same elite individual continues, deter-
mines whether the evolution reaches the plateau or not. These
thresholds are defined as follows; the threshold of changing α
to L is TL, and S is TS .

These S, L, TL, and TS are determined empirically in this
paper. The values of TL and TS which are used in experi-
ments, are shown in Section 6.. For improvement of decision
of these is one of the our future work.

Figure 5. Examples of template images (closed mouth).

In order to apply the automatic SD-Control to Evolution-
ary video processing, the proposed method inherits not only
the genetic information but also the search domain.

6. Experiments
6.1 Input Images

At first, we input one template image, after that, target
video frames are read sequentially. The number of subject
is 4, and 4 scenes are taken (two scenes for each indoor and
outdoor situation). Therefore, 16 video sequences are used in
experiments. The template is closed mouth and prepared 16
images for every scene. Examples of the template image are
illustrated in Figure 5. The average size of the template image
is 20.75 × 10.81 pixels.

A frame size of the target video sequence size is 240×180
as shown in Figure 1(a) and 4. These are trimmed from a
video sequence, which is taken by a digital video camera.
Some red color objects are included in the background, such
as people in a poster, some flowers, and so on. The subjects
repeat pronunciation of the Japanese vowels. Moreover, on
the assumption that the camera moves and joggles by free
hand, the shaking of scene is caused artificially by hand. For
the simulations, we use five seconds video sequence (150
frames) with 30 frames per second.

6.2 Parameters

Parameters and settings of the both GAs are as follows.
The population size is small 10, the crossover and mutation
probability is 0.7 and 0.2. The elite preserving strategy is
used, and the type of crossover is uniform crossover.

The relationship between the search speed and accuracy
should be investigated for practical use. Therefore, in addi-
tion to comparison with method A and B, we compare the ac-
curacy between the long alternation of generations and short
ones. The difference of the random seed must have no ef-
fect on the comparison. Therefore one random seed is used
for both methods A and B to compare under the same con-
ditions. In this part, 16 target video sequences are prepared.
The trial is 5 times for each video sequence. Therefore 80 ini-
tial random seeds are prepared. Parameters of the automatic
SD-Control are L = 0.5, S = 0.25, and TL = TS = 10.

6.3 Accuracy and Processing Time

In this part, the accuracy and processing time is evaluated.
A computer, with a Pentium4 3.0GHz CPU, is used.

The accuracy and processing time results of the method A
and B are shown in Table 1. The results of lips region tracking
is judged to be good or not good by visual observations. If
the tracked area is covered the whole lips region, the tracking
is judged to be good. At first row in Table 1, results of the
method A, which the GA is terminated at 200 generations are
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Table 1. Tracking accuracy and processing time.

method
GA accuracy (%) time
term. sub 1 sub 2 sub 3 sub 4 avg (msec)

A 200 th 93.5 92.1 93.9 98.4 94.5 32.8
A 50 th 77.6 82.8 84.4 94.8 84.9 8.4
B 50 th 58.4 72.6 50.5 83.7 66.3

10 30 50 70

90 110 130 150

Figure 6. Example of results: disappearance and zooming.

shown. The accuracy is very high 94.5%, and the processing
time is 32.8 milliseconds.

The method A is compared with the method B to evalu-
ate the effectiveness. Second and third row in the Table 1
show accuracies of the method A and the method B. In these
experiments, the GA is terminated at 50 generations. The
method B is very low, 66.3%, and the method A is 84.9%.
This method A accuracy is lower than the first row in Table 1.
Comparing the method A and the method B with 50th gener-
ations in Table 1, the method A is better than the method B
for all video sequence. The processing time of one frame is a
quarter of Table 1, about 8.4 milliseconds. It is clear that per-
formance of the proposed method is better than the conven-
tional method. These results show that the proposed method
can efficiently explore with a smaller computational effort.
This means the Evolutionary Video Processing is downsized.

6.4 Robustness and Data Acquisition

In this part, the robustness of the proposed method is evalu-
ated. Figure 6 illustrate results of disappearance from a frame
and zooming. The number on the top-right corner in these
figures is the number of the frame.

Figure 6 shows examples of the results in a situation,
which a lips region disappears from a frame and a camera
moves closer to a subject. These results are selected every 20
frames from a resulting video sequence. In the 50th frame,
the lips region disappears from the target frame, however the
tracking is recovered. Moreover, in the latter half of the se-
quence, the camera gradually moves closer to a talking sub-
ject. Eventually, the target video frame reaches the 150th
frame whose true solutions are manually measured as shown
in Table 2. The scaling rate of width and height are 3.09 and
3.76. In previous sections, the scaling rates are coded in 8-bit
by range of [0.8, 3.0]. This range cannot apply in this sit-
uation. Therefore the range is changed as [0.8, 5.0]. Table 2
shows numerical results by GAs of the method A and manual.
Both solutions which are found by the method A and man-
ual are nearly equal. This means that the method A can sup-
port the significant geometric changes by using a large range
in accordance with the intended use. For some applications
devices described in Section 1., such as audio-visual speech

Table 2. Numerical results in the 150th frame in Figure 6.
method tx ty mx my angle [deg]

manual 127 138 2.99 3.73 3.2
GAs 125 136 3.09 3.76 2.1

recognition, speaker identification system, robot perception,
interface of personal mobile, the lips can be corrected using
these acquired lips data in Table 2.

7. Summary
In this paper, high speed lips tracking and data acquisition

of a talking person in natural scenes were presented. Our ap-
proach is based on the Evolutionary Video Processing. This
method has a trade-off between accuracy and a processing
time. To solve this problem, we proposed and implemented
the automatic SD-Control to the Evolutionary Video Process-
ing. In our simulations, the effectiveness and robustness of the
proposed method are verified by a comparison experiment. It
is demonstrated that the lips region detection and tracking at
high speed and with high accuracy is possible, simultaneously
with acquisition of its numerical geometric change informa-
tion. Our future work is application the proposed method to
the audio-visual speech recognition or the interface of mobile
devices.
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